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Leader/Herald Sun
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/leader/localfooty/new-book-we-are-essendon-details-supporterssuffering/news-story/ce9cafedf960942375fdf6c08dae415b

Online story on Leader site. February 10th 2017

https://audioboom.com/posts/5648114-rick-edwards-on-sportsentral-26-02-2017
Rick Edwards on SportSENtral (26/02/2017)
audioboom.com
Rick Edwards spoke to Rohan Connolly about his new book, 'We Are Essendon'

Radio interview with SEN Sports Radio. 26th February 2017

http://www.theage.com.au/afl/afl-news/james-hird-maligners-not-good-people-says-david-zaharakis-20170305gur1yy.html

The Sunday Age, 5th March 2017

http://www.afl.com.au/news/2017-03-06/down-the-drain-davidzaharakis-laments-impact-of-supplements-saga-on-his-career

AFL.com.au – March 6th, 2017

Testimonials via Social Media
I enjoyed your book Rick.
Thank you to all the people you interviewed for sharing their thoughts, emotions and opening their hearts, especially sharing some of their private life, you too
(not an easy thing to do). Was chuffed, that a couple interviewed live in my area.
'A game, and a club, they live, and love.' (great line Rick).
I really liked the Zaka and Stants chapter for their views from the inside.
The football memories were great too, the one from Paul Cousins (one I'd forgotten) re that day at the MCG when Kernahan took a mark and the siren went. My
brother and I were sitting in the Northern Stand (first time in the Northern stand) on a beautiful Autumn day. The 2 Carlton princesses sitting in front of us were
ecstatic, my brother and I just looked each other unbelieving. When he missed, we just smiled and the princesses then sat there unbelieving. We left feeling
good.
Think everyone who reads this book will relate.
Elly Davidson
Got my copy this morning. Photos are awesome. The telling is very much from the fan point of view, but there's also a big section from the player perspective
courtesy of Zacka and Stants. Scattered through the book - especially in the Paul Cousins chapter - you'll find a potted summary of the saga, all the
AOD9604/TB4 stuff, the vials, Andruska, WADA, .... you know the deal. So the book will serve as a record of the saga from the Essendon angle long after we've
started to forget what got us so angry in the first place.
All in all this is an excellent piece of work, so big congrats to Rick. If you love the club and lived through the saga then you'll love this book. It's well worth the
price so get into it!!
Luke Smith
Received your book in the mail today and only part way through it but I’m absolutely hooked! Thank you for writing such a brilliant book!
Daniel Prakash
You had me in tears just reading the preface. Tears of pride in being part of this loyal and passionate band of supporters of our wonderful club. Beautifully done,
Rick. I cannot put this book down.
Jen Shaw

